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4 About

Clean, architectural geometries paired with timeless, natural materials are 
what define the Frama Furniture Collection. Guided by a desire to create 
practical objects with a true sense of meaning and permanence, each piece 
in the Furniture Collection is designed for everyday and built to last for many 
years of use, gaining a natural patina over time.

Permanent Collection

Furniture Collection





Exploring fluid lines and featuring a sculptural shape, 
Farmhouse Coffee Table I Pond and Farmhouse Side 
Table I Pond represent a new, organic addition to Frama’s 
Permanent Collection. 

Introduced as a natural extension to the Farmhouse Series, 
both tables are inspired by the architectural elements of 
traditional farmhouses. These new additions present the 
iconic, wavy, and uniquely sculptural Pond design into a 
more contained dimension. 

Entirely crafted in solid oak, the tables pay tribute to the 
elegance and malleability of wood.

The harmonious tabletop, almost perceptibly floating, 
solidly rests on sturdy wooden trestles. It offers a delicate 
balance between the durability of the materials and the 
gracefulness of the forms. The irregular and sinuous pond-
shaped tabletop, combined with the supporting structure of 
two trestles reminiscing the exposed beams of a farmhouse, 
gives the composition a rustic aura with a distinct and 
contemporary feeling. 

Farmhouse Series

6 Frama Studio

Ideal as side and coffee tables, Farmhouse Coffee 
Table I Pond and Farmhouse Side Table I Pond make up a 
playful addition to any space enhanced by a unique and 
distinctive character. A versatile and ornamental piece with 
a whimsical twist.



Product  Table
Design  Frama Studio
Origin   Lithuania
Materials  Solid oiled oak
Dimensions  Top L93.6 W78 H4
   Trestles H37 W68 
Item number 4256

Farmhouse Coffee Table | Pond
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Product  Table
Design  Frama Studio
Origin   Lithuania
Materials  Solid oiled oak
Dimensions  Top L58.8 W51 H4 
   Trestles H37 W42 
Item number 4255

Farmhouse Side Table | Pond 
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FRAMA
Fredericiagade 57
DK 1310 Copenhagen K
+45 3140 6030
CVR 35391355

Frama StudioContact

Online store inquiries
shop@framacph.com

General inquiries
frama@framacph.com

Retail requests and orders
order@framacph.com

Press
press@framacph.com

Business/partnership requests
bc@framacph.com

Project requests
design@framacph.com

Claims
claims@framacph.com

Accounting
accounting@framacph.com
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